Abstract. In this paper, we present WOAD, a framework that was inspired and partly validated within a two-year observational case study at a major teaching hospital. We present the WOAD framework by stating its main and motivating rationales, outlining its high-level architecture and then introducing its denotational language, LWOAD. We propose LWOAD to support users of an electronic document system in declaratively expressing, specifying and implementing content-and event-based mechanisms that fulfil coordinative requirements and make users aware of relevant conditions. Our focus addresses (a) the user-friendly and yet formal expression of local coordinative practices based on the work con-text; (b) the promotion of awareness of both these conventions and the context to enable actors to quickly respond; (c) the full deployment of coordination-oriented and context-aware functionalities into legacy electronic document systems. We give examples of LWOAD mechanisms taken from the case study and discuss their impact from the EUD perspective.
nurses: namely keeping track of the patient's illness trajectory, supporting discussion on clinical cases, information exchange in shift hand-over, order handling and care reporting for accountability issues. The additional effort of articulation work on the clinical record is then usually left to practitioners; often as well as the burden of reconfiguring their coordinative practices once their habitual paper-based artifacts have been digitized (Winthereik & Vikkelso, 2005) .
In this context, document templates and masks are usually imposed on practitioners from above, irrespectively of their coordinative needs. Even in the best case where documents are cooperatively and participatorily defined, they tend to be given to actors just once, which would neglect the frequent tuning activities and adjustments that coordinative mechanisms require for their negotiated and participated nature (Schmidt & Simone, 1996; Divitini & Simone, 2000) .
Our observational studies in two wards of a large provincial hospital in Northern Italy confirmed other reports from the CSCW literature (e.g., Heath & Lu, 1996; Berg, 1999; Fitzpatrick, 2004) on how practitioners try to reconcile primary and secondary purposes on the artifacts of daily use to make them useful both to store and retrieve information but also to support mutual learning, knowledge sharing and coordination of caring activities. To this aim, actors define, renegotiate and evolve ad-hoc practices, peculiar conventions, and agreed interpretations that are local and unique to their work settings.
Our research question is then how to facilitate this local management in a sustainable way. The paper aims to give a contribution in this direction by presenting a design-oriented framework that has been deeply influenced and partially validated in our field study in the above mentioned hospital . In fact, the development of the framework has been intertwined with the incremental analysis of the setting and with its validation. This trajectory is not completed but currently covers the main part of the research path: namely, i) understanding the kind of functionalities users need to take full advantage of their documental systems; ii) identifying a way to express the functionalities in a compositional, incremental and flexible manner; iii) defining an architecture where the functionalities can then be implemented, validated and, above all, maintained and kept aligned with the ever-changing needs and conventions of a community of users.
The next sections describe two main components of the framework, the architecture and language, and illustrates the field study and the rich real-life conventions on which we tested the framework. Then, Section 5 discusses the main findings of the case study, Section 6 illustrates the visual prototype we used as a proof-of-concept of the findings related to mechanism specification, and finally Section 7 sums things up and sheds light on current and future directions of our research in the EUD field (Liebermann et al., 2006) .
The WOAD framework
Our empirical research involved the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) of a major teaching hospital of Northern Italy, where 10 neonatologists and a 25-nurse staff treat approximately 400 critical newborns yearly. We spent an effort of approximately forty days at their facility where we conducted a series of unobtrusive observations in the ward, had informal talks, undertook individual interviews with key doctors and nurses (especially the head physician and head nurse), and participated in open group discussions with ward practitioners. These interactions were initially used to deal with the "descriptive" part of the research and to reach a reasonable and common language and mutual understanding (Nygaard, 1984) . However, almost immediately the need to deal with what practitioners called "local habits and conventions" emerged and especially the need to reflect on how these customs could be effectively supported by a suitable technology. Once questioned about the role of conventions in their daily work, practitioners exhibited the twofold need to rely on an electronic documental system that could be i) constantly aligned to their local coordinative and work conventions; ii) able to support coordination not only with specific and necessarily good-for-all functionalities but could also help users become aware of relevant conditions in the field of work, still leaving users the decision of how to react to those conditions. Then our goal was to support the effort of practitioners to make explicit, symbolic and computable relationships between recurrent patterns of context and conventional ways to cope with that context. To this aim, we addressed the problem of i) how to support actors in describing recurrent conditions of the work context that should call for their attention; ii) how to facilitate actors in formalizing corresponding functionalities that could make them aware of the current context in light of some local and conventional work rule. The main point underlying the WOAD framework is that practitioners themselves can bridge the gap between a functionality and the aptest time to exploit it, if the computer-based support can provide them with unobtrusive and additional information that promotes collaboration awareness (Dourish, 2001 ) and evokes in their minds conventional ways to cope with the work context ). This point makes it clear that the event-and data-based mechanisms should trigger the provision at the user interface of what in and we called Awareness Promoting Information (API). An API is any annotation, graphical clue, affordance, textual indication that could make actors aware of something closely related to the context of reading and writing. In our interaction with the practitioners we detected thirteen types of API that are described in .
The concept of Active Document
During the requirement collection and preliminary analysis, we observed that the simplest, though powerful, concept that practitioners grasped with fewer equivocations was the one of rule, and its computable counterpart, i.e., well-defined and modular if-then statement (see Figure 1 ). This finding heavily influenced how we conceived the WOAD framework , an acronym for 'Web of Active Documents'. WOAD is a design-oriented framework that we grounded on the concept of "active documental artifact". This concept was first proposed by Divitini and Simone (2000) to refer to data structures capable of assuming an active (i.e., either reactive or proactive) role in mediating information exchange and coordination among cooperative actors. The most notable research on active artifacts in documental settings is the Placeless Document Project developed at PARC (Dourish, 2000) . Placeless documents were documents that are managed according to their properties, i.e. sort of metadata that both describe the document's content and carry the code to implement elementary functionalities of document use (e.g., automatic backup, logging, transmission). In the WOAD framework, we extend this idea by considering documents as parts of interconnected document systems that exhibit active behaviors to facilitate the coordination of tasks, the sharing of experiences in a community, and the promotion of awareness of collaborative interactions among users. In WOAD, these behaviors are triggered by the documents' content (and hence by human interaction with documents) and are oriented towards the documents' content, or better yet, towards how to support the access to the content, its use, the ways it is displayed to make it more meaningful, as well as towards how to make a connection between the content and some other document either explicit or tacitly meaningful. For this reason, the behaviors exhibited by WOAD Active Documents are seen as incremental and compositional and regard either intrinsic and data-centered aspects of documents, or community-centered and eventbased aspects of documental work. To this aim, Active Documents are made of smaller "documental widgets", which we call didgets, much alike OpenDoc documents were conceived as collections of parts (OpenDoc 1993) , although the objectives of the two proposals are quite different. In fact, a didget is defined as a coherent set of data that are gathered together at design time because they relate to either the same abstract data type (e.g., the patient), the same work activity (e.g., drug prescription), or even the same portion of a paper-based artifact, e.g., a table in a record . Didgets can be reused in a number of active documents and each of them can be coupled with a number of autonomous and modular mechanisms, i.e., specialized ifthen statements expressed in the WOAD language. These mechanisms represent the (business) logic that regards the specific data structures that didgets tie together and they are the interpretable code that activates document-centered behaviors. For instance, data-centered behaviors can regard the check of the correctness and domain integrity of the values inserted by users into the didget's structures; event-based mechanisms cope with synchronization policies between didgets of different documents; mechanisms that are associated to local conventions and work policies and that affect how data are displayed whenever some specific condition occurs (see left side of Figure 1 ) are an example of mechanisms reflecting community-oriented conventions. The set of the mechanisms embedded within the didgets of a document constitute the "active" part of an Active Document (as well as of the Web of Active Documents, i.e., the WoAD) that is sensitive and work upon its "passive" part, i.e., the data values its didgets contain. Moreover, since the if-part of mechanisms can be sensitive to the data of other didgets contained in possibly other active documents, didgets are also the logic clue that strings documents together to their WoAD within either an organization or community. This is especially true in the case of documents shared within a community and of rules pertaining to community-wide conventions. In this case, the mechanisms and data structures (i.e., the didgets) that can be used to build (or maintain) a WoAD enable end-users as designers to create local behaviors and conventional cross-links between their documents at compile and even at run time (Cabitza & Simone, 2008) . In summary, the WOAD framework is aimed at facilitating the definition of mechanisms (at the back-end) and affordances (at the front-end) that could evoke in the minds of users pragmatical responses to context on the basis of conventions that are neither formalized nor necessarily externalized. In fact, active documents are proactive in displaying additional clues regarding data but do not prompt users to take any action. They just notify users that a local convention, which associates a certain data in a certain template to a specific situation, has become significant; users are then left free to exploit this indication and strengthen the inclusion of the convention in practice, or just disregard it, while being well aware of the convention at hand.
The WOAD framework encompasses i) a general architecture to design WoADs in cooperative settings where work is mediated to large extent by documents and forms; ii) a denotational language to express reactive mechanisms that relate agreed and socially stratified ways to cope with context with document-mediated functionalities which promote the awareness of how to cope with context; iii) a set of application systems that produce and process the information flow needed to provide the required functionalities and that enable end-users to define and maintain the computational specifications of their requirements. In the following, we give a brief description of the former two components of the WOAD framework as a reference for the subsequent argumentation that involves a specific application system, namely the mechanism editor.
The WOAD architecture and language
The WOAD architecture can be seen as the specialization of a common design pattern, the ModelView-Controller (MVC) (see Figure 3) . In fact, the concept of active document makes a typical MVC architecture "content-aware" and oriented to community's conventions and rules. In WOAD active documents are processed by a layer that we call "community-oriented layer". This layer is conceptually on-top-of the "business-oriented layer" that constitutes the regular Controller-Model stack of an Information System (e.g. the Hospital Information System coupled with a traditional Electronic Patient Record application). While this gives access to data, stores them and permits their modification, the community-oriented layer is designed to enrich these same data with API that is generated by a set of mechanisms on the basis of conditions that are expressed over the "passive" portion of documents (bottom side of Figure 3 ) and possibly over other data coming from either the View layer (e.g., user-driven events) or other third-party context managers (not depicted in Figure 3 for the sake of simplicity). Hence, mechanisms can be seen as simple conditional statements, like ifthen rules. In order to execute them, an interpreter (see middle section of Figure 3 ) matches the mechanisms' antecedent with the data that the Controller fetches from the underlying Model to execute their consequents. These then-parts contain instructions to build specific metadata to be associated with application data; these metadata are RDF statements that associate data fields, values and API types. These metadata are then processed by a Mark-up Tagger (see the top part of Figure 3 ). This component automatically annotates the Data pages with mark-up tags that are associated to specific style classes so that specific API types can been rendered in terms of specific affordances, icons and text formatting as defined in corresponding style sheets (Styles in Figure 3 ). Finally, a Layout Engine (e.g., an Internet browser), in the View layer, takes the annotated pages as input, interprets them and displays the final document to the user. The second component of the WOAD framework is a language called LWOAD that is conceived as an abstract programming interface with which to program mechanisms that: (a) process the content of a document according to local conventions of coordination; (b) convey suitable API to support actors in articulating their document-centered activities on the basis of local conventions.
The WOAD framework at work
In using the WOAD framework, users are involved in three development stages (see Figure 4 ): A) identifying the dimensions and attributes suitable to represent relevant states of the context on electronic documents, basically the definition of the didgets' content; B) defining relationships between contextual conditions and the identified palette of APIs to display in active documents, basically the definition of the didgets' mechanisms; C) choosing apt ways to display APIs on active documents; this can be accomplished by associating API types to specific styles of content presentation. In this paper, we focus on the second aspect (see B in Figure 4 ) since we had the opportunity to interact with practitioners who had already defined the documents intended to support their work . Therefore, practitioners were interested more in how to make their documents useful and effective by means of suitable API rather than in experimenting the flexibility of WOAD to define the structure of the documents' content. According to the participatory design approach that has a long tradition in the healthcare domain (Bjerknes & Bratteteig, 1987; Nygaard, 1984) and in the light of EUD, the research challenge was to see if the practitioners found LWOAD usable to define the mechanisms that would generate the desired API. In fact, although LWOAD is a symbolic language that is based on simple constructs such as the rule, it must also comply with strict syntactic constraints, like any other language that a computational engine can interpret; this made us think that LWOAD was still far from being usable directly by practitioners. For this reason in our study we adopted a two-step approach: first, for each identified coordinative need and convention, we invited the practitioners to indicate both the relevant set of attributes of the domain entities, events and documental data that the computational system should be sensitive to, and what conditions the system should evaluate on these relevant aspects of the work setting in order to activate the desired functionalities. The practitioners expressed the "mechanisms" in natural, tough structured and restricted language, which we translated "on the fly' in LWOAD statements. In doing so, we could rapidly convey the "flavor" of the coordinative mechanisms envisioned by the NICU practitioners and we could support them in deciding whether the mechanisms had to be fully implemented or not in the hypothetical final release of the EPR. In this step, we deployed a prototypical interpreter of LWOAD based on JBoss Rules to execute the mechanisms and generate the appropriate metadata.
Once practitioners had become familiar with this way of describing the desired mechanisms and had identified the basic patterns of conditions, we developed a visual prototype intended to be a sort of wizard to support practitioners in the construction of mechanisms (more details in Section 6). Our goal was to check whether the practitioners had become proficient in defining the desired mechanisms autonomously in a language-independent manner. Then, the prototype translated the defined mechanisms into LWOAD constructs to check their correctness with respect to both the application conditions and the desired outputs (Liebermann et al., 2006) . Generally, practitioners did not find problems in expressing LWOAD mechanisms, probably for their intrinsic simplicity: antecedents are constituted by fact patterns and Boolean tests; practitioners found it natural to express them as a conjunction of facts that must be true in a given situation. On the other hand, consequents are sequences of WOAD primitives and practitioners mastered them in a relatively short time since our design choice was to limit LWOAD to the expression of functionalities that promote collaboration awareness and do not manipulate the data managed in the archival dimension of the EPR. Therefore, the effects of the consequents were only graphical cues added on top of documents' data. In we classified different types of API -e.g., criticality, revision and schedule awareness -and, with the collaboration of the practitioners, we also identified graphical ways to convey these various kinds of information (cf. the task C in Figure 4 ). Although this latter identification is not completely experimented, it constituted a basis where to get an initial impression of how well the interface could be usable by practitioners on their own. In the next section, we provide the reader with two examples of mechanism specification and the context in which we validated the WOAD approach.
The case of a hospital WoAD
The patient record is the main documental artifact used in hospital care, as it is the composite repository for the whole information concerning a single patient stay. During a patient's stay, the whole patient record is split up into several sheets and documents; these are distributed in the ward and are very specific for a certain aspect of care so that different actors can use them at the same time at their convenience. During the study at NICU, practitioners recognized the need to conceive functionalities which were supportive of the conventional ways by which documents were used both to document their work and to mutually articulate their activities with each other.
The case of Structure-Related Conventions
Due to the fact that clinical data are usually scattered across multiple artifacts in different places, doctors at NICU found it useful to rely on a summary of clinical data that are gathered into one single sheet that they call Summary Sheet (SS); they update the SS quite frequently by taking and synchronizing its content from the official patient record. The summary sheet is not part of the official patient record, but nevertheless, it is a very useful working document since it is often used to jot down offhand annotations and informal communications regarding clinical conditions of the patient at hand. Moreover, due to its informality, doctors are used to bringing the SS with them either as the first page of sets of papers under their arm or even folded in their pocket. Therefore, since the SS is usually the first document doctors have in their hand during their hectic activities, they also use it to jot down clinical data and prescriptions on-the-go, which they will have to replicate into the official record later as a rule of law. Hence, the summary sheet is not only a "passive view" of previously reported data, i.e., a view of data fetched by querying multiple tables of a clinical database on the illness course of a single patient. It is also an active entry form, into which practitioners insert data at the point of care and from which they copy data into the official records for the sake of accountability and liability. Doctors were well aware of this twofold functionality that the digital counterpart of the SS should have; therefore, they were willing to express constraints and define conceptual connections between sections and fields of the summary sheet and corresponding sections and fields of the documents compounding the patient record. These connections were seen as symmetrical, i.e., equivalent and irrespective of where the original data were actually inserted first. They can be traced back to the class of connections that in Cabitza and Simone (2008) we denoted as enabling "redundancy by duplicated data", in that they make the association explicit between identical data that are reported in two or more documents of the patient record. These sorts of connections regard conventions of production and use of clinical documents: more specifically, they regard how data are organized within templates, what data type are allowed in what field (i.e., syntactic integrity) and also where people fill in data during their situated documental activities. Moreover, these connections are local and conventional both in their definition, and above all, in their use. In fact, it is only on a conventional and context-dependent basis that doctors want summary sheets to be completely compiled after the patient record and, conversely, values reported in the SS first to be fed into the patient record at the proper time.
An example can better illustrate this point. Some members of the NICU staff team expressed the requirement that values on the weight of newborns would be reported in the summary sheet only whenever a newborn was in life-threatening conditions. In fact, only in that case did practitioners deem it necessary to rely on weight data at the point-of-care, in order to calculate drug dosage precisely.
In the other cases, to have these data available on the SS would only result in an unnecessary information overload, and even more annoying, it would undermine the role of the unobtrusive reminder on critical conditions that the presence or absence of weight data in the summary sheet could play at the point of care. Likewise, at NICU, clinical data that are reported in the SS first are often deemed as still provisional; these data are reported there so that colleagues can consider these data but also understand that they are not yet definitive, or even understand they need further verification. The need for doctors to be aware of what is still provisional and hence different from what constitutes an unmodifiable and legal account of accomplished deeds is essential to cooperatively structure the formation of decisions and judgments, as also reported in Hardstone et al. (2004) . Figure 5 depicts how we and the practitioners expressed the above mentioned conventions on data replication and criticality awareness in a dedicated and concise LWOAD mechanism. This mechanism has in its antecedent all the relevant aspects of context that are concerned with the coordinative functionality expressed in the consequent. While practitioners expressed this subset of contextual information in their own terms (see Figure 5 , top side), we translated the consequent into four conditional elements, i.e., namely three patterns and an inequality test (see Figure 5 , bottom side). Through its consequent, the mechanism states that two specific fields of the EPR must host the same datum and that the reader must be made aware of the critical conditions of the considered inpatient. Through its antecedent, the mechanism states that this holds only whenever the blood pressure of the inpatient is under a conventional threshold, i.e., in critical condition. There is a reason why even an objective and scientific threshold of blood pressure is considered "conventional", and hence specific to the hospital ward or even specific to a single doctor. In fact, doctors told us that the notion of "critical condition" also changes according to a number of contextual aspects that are mostly neglected by monitoring devices: their alarms are most of the time consciously and rightly ignored by expert nurses, as reported in Randell (2004) . For this reason, doctors believe that these conditions are utterly difficult to hardwire into procedural application logic in all but the most obvious cases. In fact, criticality -seen along the coordinative dimension as the condition of a patient that calls for a direct and immediate intervention of some practitioner -depends on several anamnestic and physiological elements, on the illness history of the patient, and also on even more situated aspects, like the attitude of attending practitioners and their current workload. Obviously, not all the above often tacit contextual conditions can be immediately and comprehensively externalized into a mechanism and neither should they be: however, as long as recognizing a specific situation has a relevant coordinative value, practitioners can be motivated into characterizing it formally, by relying on some shared and broader conventional interpretation of data combinations or on the mutual acquaintance of the involved actors. In all these cases, the highly incremental structure and computational autonomy of mechanisms (in terms of their inner components and role in the control flow of the application, respectively) can facilitate stakeholders in expressing and updating mechanisms that are quite specific to complex and ever new situations.
Conventions grounded on Run-time Connections
The Problem List (PL) is the artifact of the patient record where clinicians enumerate the patient's problems. This list is intended to document all those conditions and events that can be related to clinical hypotheses and procedures. The term "problem" is purposely left vague enough to comprise a number of factors like symptoms, any alterations of vital signs, and all the concomitant pathologies that could affect a patient's hospitalization. The PL is likely to change during the caring process since practitioners are supposed to update its content with respect to the actual improvements or aggravations exhibited by the patient but also with respect to the extent they can consolidate their diagnostic hypothesis. Therefore, the PL is more than a mere list of either concomitant or sequential problems affecting the patient: it is the artifact where doctors represent the main deviations and swerves of illness trajectories, and the results of the epicrises (i.e., summings up) doctors periodically accomplish in evolving and improving their diagnosis on a specific case. The epicrises can result in the need to "cross out" previously unrelated symptoms and substitute them with new comprehensive diagnostic items. On the other hand, changes that regard the acuteness of single problems previously stated are not explicitly represented in the PL. These are rather represented in the Doctors's Diary (DD). The DD is the central repository for the notes that physicians need to write down in order to account for the decisions and interventions they are responsible for, as well as to make impressions, opinions, or just lines of reasoning explicit, either for themselves as a memorandum or as written notes to other colleagues.
The physicians called our attention on how useful it would be for them to be able to make explicit on the record itself the relationships between past problems and new problems as well as between problems of the PL and the daily entries reported into the DD (see Figure 6 ). The former capability was seen as a way of reconstructing, or better yet, of making the line of thought explicit by which symptoms have been rationalized into problems and unrelated problems into a precise diagnosis. The latter was seen as a way of facilitating the a posteriori reconstruction of a problem progress from its outset, in order to give indications on how to head the course of clinical interventions towards its conclusion. These requirements point to a relevant coordinative need, besides that of keeping track of relevant phases during the decisional/medical process: in fact, doctors were also, sometimes implicitly, expressing the need to be informed on what problems they should address first and on the way their colleagues had coped with these problems so far. We then asked practitioners which kinds of relationships they would more naturally employ to join two or more data that are not explicitly correlated by the patient record structure. The result was that practitioners found it more natural to consider relationships as occurring between data entries, either already recorded or still to be recorded on the patient record. In the former case, they pointed out the usefulness to relate data over distributed and different documents; in the latter case, they referred to the capability of drawing relationships between data values and fields yet to fill in, that is between documental activities and articulated work activities still to be performed. While almost any doctor expressed her preference for a number of possible relationships that had small overlaps (if any) with those pointed out by the others, we noticed that when these relationships were actually applied in the field of work, they all blurred into three main categories: causal, temporal and intentional connections Cabitza and Simone (2008) . The generic semantics that pertain to the nature of the relationships between a source information and a target information could then be respectively rendered as: (a) "the source because of the target"; doctors would use this connection in order to hint of a strict causal relationship between items of the patient record: e.g., the diagnosis 'pneumonia' -reported in the PL -can be indicated as cause of the symptom 'cough' -reported in the DD -as a way to explain the symptom itself. (b) "the source after the target"; doctors would use this connection not only in a strict temporal sense, but also to hint a very weak or just supposed causal relationship: e.g., reporting that a skin rash -a symptom from the DD -occurred after having administered a drug -an order reported somewhere else in the PR -would indicate a hypothesized correlation between these two clinical facts. (c) "the source for the target", that doctors would use in order to highlight evidence supporting a particular decision or to make an intention explicit (e.g., that the bacterial culture -an order -has been prescribed to verify the diagnostic hypothesis of pneumonia -an item in the PL).
This stress on flexibility matches the basic goal of LWOAD, to be a language with which to render coordinative requirements not only in a computable and still platform-independent but especially at the desired level of abstraction. This makes mechanisms easy to define and modify by not necessarily expert users, and makes their execution dependent on the current context (in the line of the major tenets of context-aware computing Dourish (2001) ). In fact, NICU practitioners appreciated the possibility to manage connections that had been explicitly instantiated between data during their daily activities, and not just at the schema level and at compile time. The adopted rulebased approach allows coordinative functionalities to be expressed in terms of reactive and declarative mechanisms. We agree with Wulf et al. (1999) that rule-based programming has some important advantages over procedural programming in grasping and aligning with cooperative work, especially for its data-and event-driven nature. Reactive and declarative mechanisms have been recognized as intuitive for end-users: in fact, they are symbolic statements intended to translate their typical question "…and could I have the system do this, whenever that occurs?" into computable instructions (Pane et al., 2006) . The declarativeness of these statements allows for the expression and formal specification of what a system should do rather than worrying about how it really accomplishes it at specification time. Declarativeness also allows mechanisms to be written without imposing a strict control flow, which is hardly recognized by clinicians in actual work situations. On the other hand, reactivity allows mechanisms to be written by using circumscribed units of code (i.e., rules) that relate to flexibility in terms of a greater easiness of maintenance due to better modularity and incrementality. For instance, if the NICU practitioners had expressed the need not to be alerted for low blood pressure problems of their inpatients unless in more specific cases than those represented in Figure 5 , the antecedent of that mechanism would have been enriched with a new combination of conditional elements: e.g., a test to evaluate whether the basal and physiologic blood pressure of the newborn is usually low, or whether she has been already treated for low blood pressure after the onset of the criticality, or even whether the latest drug that had been administered to her normally brings low blood pressure. In the WOAD framework, the progressive tuning of how the application should respond to ever evolving and local needs does not require a major rewriting of the application logic behind the corresponding functionality, but just calls for the addition (or deletion) of specific conditional elements within the mechanism that triggers the provision of criticality API on those critical conditions. Moreover, defining mechanisms at the desired level of abstraction (instead of imposing a single level as in the traditional procedural approach) allows for better participation of users in the process of modelling and defining formal expressions. Therefore, these formal expressions can reflect how users really see their domain-specific knowledge and functionalities.
Thinking in terms of rules assured NICU clinicians that the whole set of mechanisms, once specified as a whole, is "rescaled" each time into smaller active subsets, i.e., those mechanisms whose antecedent is satisfied according to what actors do (as to any other contextual event). This releases practitioners from conceiving an arbitrarily long sequential flow of control in which these kinds of mechanisms are discarded in all cases except in a very specific situation. In our validation at NICU, this flexibility was experienced and appreciated by practitioners, especially in the case of connections that were created at run-time across documents of the patient record, such as the problem list and the doctors' diary.
Finally, taking rules as the basic units of code addresses the flexibility requirement from the combination point of view (Won et al., 2006) . In fact, in WOAD (as in all rule-based notations) the if part of the rule can be as complex as necessary without interfering with the execution of the other rules; on the other hand, the particular kind of action that LWOAD mechanisms trigger, i.e., augmenting the interface with graphical cues and indications promoting collaboration awareness, brings down the problem of mutual consistency of the rule set. This kind of consistency often makes the adoption of rule-based specification difficult to be understood and managed by layman users. In order to avoid this problem, WOAD is different from production and expert systems conceived in the AI field to support users' decisions and carry out inferences on available data to produce new data or solutions. In the AI domain, in fact, possibly long chains of rules are usually executed consecutively in order to infer a line of action on the basis of progressively true conditions. This makes the computational system (and its outputs) particularly sensitive to things like the completeness and internal consistence of the initial conditions, the order of rule execution, and the soundness of conflict resolution strategies. Conversely, WOAD adopts the rule-based approach in order to separate functional concerns into single mechanisms (not into chains of their executions); in regard to mechanism design, WOAD applies the principle that the consequent of each mechanism should be expressed as simply as possible, i.e., that each mechanism should only address a single and punctual functionality that the system must exhibit against possibly overdetailed and specific contextual conditions. Moreover, the fact that LWOAD primitives used in the mechanisms' consequents do not change data (and hence the state of the world) but rather convey APIs, and the fact that APIs are conceived as strictly decoupled from any specific visual or interaction mode, guarantee that data inconsistency and ambiguities in data presentation are difficult to occur due to mechanisms execution. Moreover, possible conflicts in alerts (e.g., when two mechanisms trigger the same API but with different values) can be "caught" before execution by the mechanism interpreter itself (i.e., by monitoring the execution agenda). If a conflict arises, the system can show it to users as a sign that a particular situation calling for their interpretation and resolution on the basis of their experience and knowledge has happened. This can be useful whenever double checking and redundancy of effort (Cabitza & Simone 2008 ) is preferable to compensating coordination breakdowns. For instance, if we assume that each department and community of users has developed its own sets of mechanisms to remind its members of meaningful conventions, the handoff of patients (and associated documentations) across department boundaries can raise unexpected challenges and jeopardize continuity of care especially when things (e.g., information transfer, interventions on patients) are given for granted and conventions of external facilities are transparent to whom takes responsibility for any shared resource. In cases like this, the proper API can help the practitioners of the target department detect and recognize the possible conflict, and can have them ask for the help of their colleagues from the source department in order to cope with the problematic situation.
The EUD literature shows that end-users are characterized by different kinds of abilities and levels of inclination towards the use of formal languages, as required by ICT design. The WOAD Wizard (WW) we used in the second step of our study can contribute to take into account this diversity and, in so doing implement the "gentle slope" in complexity claimed by almost all proposals for EUD (e.g., Liebermann et al., 2006) . In fact, it is a graphical tool that users who are less proficient in computable formalization can use to create mechanisms in even a more abstract but less flexible and powerful manner than the direct use of LWOAD. In fact, the WW is intended as a component of the WOAD framework to facilitate i) the creation of document templates through didget composition (template editor); ii) the definition of mechanisms that support the information needs of a WoAD and its community (mechanism editor); iii) the association between API and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), in order to progressively tune the aptest way to render the additional information that mechanisms produce according to the context (style editor). Due to space constraints, we will only describe the part of mechanism configuration that was presented to the key users of our study to get their preliminary impressions. In this case, the WW was seen as a sort of more abstract (yet less flexible) programming interface to make the notational technicalities of LWOAD transparent to users. Both LWOAD and the WW are proposed to be used by users interchangeably, according to their skills, attitudes and actual needs.
In what follows, we illustrate the WOAD Wizard (WW), the visual prototype that we developed after the requirement analysis. The WW was meant as a proof-of-concept for the prospective application that users would use to develop coordinative mechanisms by themselves and associate them to the active documents used within their main application system (see Figure 3) . Since mechanisms are but rules, the main idea was to assimilate mechanism development to rule configuration: we then conceived the LWOAD mechanism editor similar to an interactive help utility, much like those provided by email clients to guide users through the configuration of personal filters and mechanisms of message filing. The WW was intended as a sequence of dialog boxes where users could select options and fill in details; each page was endowed with active areas corresponding to the buttons and links of the prospective interface in order to simulate the typical interaction involved in mechanism creation. In the first window, users have access to the macro-functionalities of the WW (see Figure 7 ) regarding either mechanism composition or API visualization. In this paper, we do not address the functionalities of API rendering, i.e., the association between API types and rendering functionalities (like, e.g., colors, icons, highlighting, see task C in Figure 4 ) provided by the documental platform. In regard to mechanism composition, a list of existing mechanisms is displayed in the top frame of the window. Users can read the textual description of each mechanism by selecting the corresponding row: the description is then displayed in the bottom frame (in Figure  7 we report the same mechanism illustrated in Figure 5 ). From the textual description of a mechanism, users can directly modify its parameters by clicking on the underlined elements (i.e., variables of the mechanism's pattern). Users can also change the structure of the mechanism (clicking on 'change...'); delete it, "activate" it (by checking the corresponding checkbox); and run the mechanism to check its functioning (clicking on 'Run Now...'). If the user clicks on 'New', the WW starts a three-step process; in the first window, the system proposes two options: to create a mechanism from a template, or to compose it from scratch, i.e., from a blank template. We will consider this second case. In this case, the system opens a new window in place of the former, like that depicted in Figure 8 (left side, background) . From the top frame of this window, the user can select any number of conditions the mechanism should be sensitive to (in its antecedent). In-depth analysis and participatory design sessions have allowed us to list together all the relevant conditions that practitioners wanted to be caught with respect to the records' content, time and clinical context. By selecting a condition from the list, the associated conditional statement is added in the bottom frame. As in the case of the first screen (Figure 7) , the user can specify the value of the parameters the mechanism should monitor by clicking on the underlined parts of the statement. In doing so, corresponding input boxes are displayed to let users insert the value (e.g., 70 mmHg, a blood pressure value as in the case reported in Figure 5 ). If the user wants to specify the document where to check the condition, the system opens a box like that depicted in Figure 8 (right side, foreground). Here, the user can consult a tree-like schema of the official documentation and select the document/s (or their inner sections) whose data must be matched with the pattern's values. Once the antecedent of the mechanism has been defined, the wizard proposes a third window (in place of the previous one -see Figure 9 ) where the user can specify what the system is supposed to do when the conditions are true, i.e., the elements of the consequent part. Also in this case, the user can select a number of different actions from the top frame; and then specify a value for each key presented in the textual description in the bottom frame. The list depicted in Figure 9 presents the main options selected by practitioners on a relevance basis during the interviews. The system groups these options together by similar category: e.g., API provision, connection definition, data replication and insertion and the like. In the case where the action regards API provision, the user can also insert a textual explanation. This would be displayed on the clinical record only if requested in case a user can not interpret the API clue conveyed. By clicking the button 'Finish', the system creates the mechanism that is executable by the LWOAD interpreter. The strong decoupling we pursued in the design of the WOAD architecture between cooperative logic and the operational platform allows for the development of other compilers by which to translate LWOAD statements into other rule-based scripting languages. 
Roadmap for Current and Future Work
The paper illustrates the trajectory we have followed to approach the definition of a framework where layman users can specify mechanisms supporting their cooperation mediated by documental artifacts. In regard to how users should interact with the proposed architecture and system, our research agenda covers the incremental involvement and increasing skills of users: namely, we started having practitioners express conditional mechanisms in natural language (we translated these mechanisms in a platform-independent and abstract denotational language, LWOAD); then we stimulated them to use a graphical application to compose and detail condition-action statements of increasing complexity; lastly, we envision the opportunity to have users autonomously tweak and adjust LWOAD statements created with the former application in case of progressive customization and compliance to local needs. In this study, the choice of a rule-based representation seemed the most suitable one for the different types of flexibility it allows: namely, flexibility in specifying computational mechanisms and in combining them together at execution time.
The empirical findings we gathered so far refer to the healthcare domain and to a hospital setting. In this case, the problem was to endow the implementation of an EPR with means that preserve or even support the conventions that practitioners adopt to make their cooperation smooth and seamless. A first natural question regards how much our empirical findings can be generalized to other settings, even within the same domain: we recognize that the involved group of doctors and nurses were extraordinarily helpful in trying and co-developing innovative solutions with computer researchers and professionals; they were extremely motivated in molding any tool that could help them provide a better care and return healthier newborns to their parents. For this reason, scalability and generalization of our proposal is part of our research agenda. Our next activities will also include the full implementation of the interface, informally validated through the visual prototype illustrated in Section 6: our pilot sessions confirm its feasibility as a tool that makes users autonomous in specifying condition-action mechanisms, once the set of patterns has been identified for their antecedents and a rich palette of graphical cues has been proposed as output of their consequents.
This approach however opens a new area of problems: a tool like that depicted in Section 6 interprets EUD more as a flexible kind of customization than as a real development environment (Liebermann et al. 2006) . In fact, the predefined set of patterns cannot fulfil the needs of increasingly skilled users wanting to extend the "localization" of the desired support. To fulfil this requirement, users must also have access to the implementation environment: here it is where the WOAD framework and specifically its specification language -LWOAD -can play a relevant role for its declarative, abstract and modular approach that divides complex situations into a bunch of supportive functionalities that are invoked reactively with respect to the current context. The first phase of the study showed how (relatively) easily layman users can transform informal rules of their particular setting into executable statements, due to the "isomorphic" nature of the involved representations.
The next step is to allow users to define more general rules by selecting the needed pieces of information to build the antecedent of the rules out of the documents in a natural way. Practitioners proposed a solution that could mimic how users of a spreadsheet copy data from cell to cell just by clicking on them and pasting them where needed. Likewise, users should be able to express contextual conditions from a predefined palette of templates (concerning, e.g., time, frequency, iterations, etc.) and specialize them by expressing simple key-value pairs and selecting data structures and data values directly from their documentation. Of course, this additional flexibility would require strong interoperability between the coordinative layer and the archival layer, i.e., the EPR, or at least the capability to export and represent suitable views of clinical data, irrespectively of how they are organized and memorized. In our opinion, and on the basis of our interaction with practitioners, this kind of interoperability could bring data presentation strategies to EPR that are more natural and closer to the way practitioners use the current paper-based clinical record fruitfully. This positive mutual influence is the final goal we aim to pursue in our planned interactions with users in the healthcare domain.
